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Who Owns Whom
Performance Modeling and Engineering
Development Challenges, South-South Solutions is the monthly e-newsletter of the United Nations Office for South-South
Cooperation in UNDP (www.southerninnovator.org). It has been published every month since 2006. Its sister publication,
Southern Innovator magazine, has been published since 2011. ISSN 2227-3905 Stories by David South
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Enterprise Resource Planning for Global Economies: Managerial Issues and Challenges
Solutions for Climate Change Challenges in the Built Environment
This is the first book to provide in-depth coverage of star schema aggregates used in dimensional modeling-from selection
and design, to loading and usage, to specific tasks and deliverables for implementation projects Covers the principles of
aggregate schema design and the pros and cons of various types of commercial solutions for navigating and building
aggregates Discusses how to include aggregates in data warehouse development projects that focus on incremental
development, iterative builds, and early data loads

The Art of Natural Building-Second Edition-Completely Revised, Expanded and Updated
This new edition of the classic quantity surveying textbook retains its basic structure but has been thoroughly updated to
reflect recent changes in the industry, especially in procurement. Although over the last 20 years a number of new
procurement methods have evolved and become adopted, the recession has seen many clients revert to established
traditional methods of procurement so the fundamentals of cost planning still apply - and should not be ignored. The first
edition of this leading textbook was published in 1964 and it continues to provide a comprehensive introduction to the
practice and procedures of cost planning in the procurement of buildings. This 9th edition has been thoroughly updated to
reflect changes that have occurred in the UK construction industry in the past six years. Whilst retaining its core structure of
the three-phase cost planning process originally developed by Ferry and Brandon, the text provides a thorough grounding
in contemporary issues including procurement innovation, whole life cycle costing and modelling techniques. Designed to
support the core cost planning studies covered by students reading for degrees in quantity surveying and construction
management, it provides a platform for understanding the fundamental importance of effective cost planning practice. The
principals of elemental cost planning are covered from both pre- and post- contract perspectives; the role of effective
briefing and client/stakeholder engagement as best practice is also reinforced in this text. This new edition: Addresses The
Soft Landings Framework (a new govt. initiative, especially for schools) to make buildings perform radically better and much
more sustainably. Puts focus on actual performance in use at brief stage, during design and construction, and especially
before and after handover. Covers recent changes in procurement, especially under the NEC and PFI Provides more on PPP
and long-term maintenance issues Offers an improved companion website with tutorial worksheets for lecturers and
Interactive spreadsheets for students, e.g. development appraisal models; lifecycle costing models
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Resource Management in Utility and Cloud Computing
bull; bull;The .NET Compact Framework (CF) brings the power of .NET to mobile devices, yet there is very little information
on how to use it effectively bull;The number of developers using the .NET CF over the next few years is anticipated to
increase greatly bull;Covers related important topics such as SQL Server 2000 Windows CE edition

Building Bioinformatics Solutions
This SpringerBrief reviews the existing market-oriented strategies for economically managing resource allocation in
distributed systems. It describes three new schemes that address cost-efficiency, user incentives, and allocation fairness
with regard to different scheduling contexts. The first scheme, taking the Amazon EC2TM market as a case of study,
investigates the optimal resource rental planning models based on linear integer programming and stochastic optimization
techniques. This model is useful to explore the interaction between the cloud infrastructure provider and the cloud resource
customers. The second scheme targets a free-trade resource market, studying the interactions amongst multiple rational
resource traders. Leveraging an optimization framework from AI, this scheme examines the spontaneous exchange of
resources among multiple resource owners. Finally, the third scheme describes an experimental market-oriented resource
sharing platform inspired by eBay's transaction model. The study presented in this book sheds light on economic models
and their implication to the utility-oriented scheduling problems.

The Facility Management Handbook Chapter 13: The Design-Build Cycle–Programming and
Project Development
Eco2 Cities
Given the rapid growth of computer-mediated communication, there is an ever-broadening range of social interactions.
With conversation as the bedrock on which social interactions are built, there is growing recognition of the important role
conversation has in instruction, particularly in the design and development of technologically advanced educational
environments. The Handbook of Conversation Design for Instructional Applications presents key perspectives on the
evolving area of conversation design, bringing together a multidisciplinary body of work focused on the study of
conversation and conversation design practices to inform instructional applications. Offering multimodal instructional
designers and developers authoritative content on the cutting-edge issues and challenges in conversation design, this book
is a must-have for reference library collections worldwide.
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Design Requirements Engineering: A Ten-Year Perspective
Handbook of Conversation Design for Instructional Applications
A Guide to Leading and Managing Indiana School Facilities
This book examines seven key combinatorial engineering frameworks (composite schemes consisting of algorithms and/or
interactive procedures) for hierarchical modular (composite) systems. These frameworks are based on combinatorial
optimization problems (e.g., knapsack problem, multiple choice problem, assignment problem, morphological clique
problem), with the author’s version of morphological design approach – Hierarchical Morphological Multicritieria Design
(HMMD) – providing a conceptual lens with which to elucidate the examples discussed. This approach is based on ordinal
estimates of design alternatives for systems parts/components, however, the book also puts forward an original version of
HMMD that is based on new interval multiset estimates for the design alternatives with special attention paid to the
aggregation of modular solutions (system versions). The second part of ‘Modular System Design and Evaluation’ provides
ten information technology case studies that enriches understanding of the design of system design, detection of system
bottlenecks and system improvement, amongst others. The book is intended for researchers and scientists, students, and
practitioners in many domains of information technology and engineering. The book is also designed to be used as a text
for courses in system design, systems engineering and life cycle engineering at the level of undergraduate level,
graduate/PhD levels, and for continuing education. The material and methods contained in this book were used over four
years in Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (State University) in the author’s faculty course “System Design”.

BC Solutions Budget 2004: Getting Ready for 2010
"This book provides fundamental research on the architecture of learning technology systems, discussing such issues as the
common structures in LTS and solutions for specific forms such as knowledge-based, distributed, or adaptive applications of
e-learning. Researchers, and scholars in the fields of learning content software development, computing and educational
technologies, and e-learning will find it an invaluable resource"--Provided by publisher.

Development Challenges, South-South Solutions: November 2012 Issue
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
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celebrates people, companies, and projects.

Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework
In the past few years, going cloud native has been a big advantage for many companies. But it’s a tough technique to get
right, especially for enterprises with critical legacy systems. This practical hands-on guide examines effective architecture,
design, and cultural patterns to help you transform your organization into a cloud native enterprise—whether you’re moving
from older architectures or creating new systems from scratch. By following Wealth Grid, a fictional company, you’ll
understand the challenges, dilemmas, and considerations that accompany a move to the cloud. Technical managers and
architects will learn best practices for taking on a successful company-wide transformation. Cloud migration consultants Pini
Reznik, Jamie Dobson, and Michelle Gienow draw patterns from the growing community of expert practitioners and
enterprises that have successfully built cloud native systems. You’ll learn what works and what doesn’t when adopting
cloud native—including how this transition affects not just your technology but also your organizational structure and
processes. You’ll learn: What cloud native means and why enterprises are so interested in it Common barriers and pitfalls
that have affected other companies (and how to avoid them) Context-specific patterns for a successful cloud native
transformation How to implement a safe, evolutionary cloud native approach How companies addressed root causes and
misunderstandings that hindered their progress Case studies from real-world companies that have succeeded with cloud
native transformations

Perspectives in Civil Engineering
"This book provides small businesses with a holistic approach to implementing their Web presence"--Provided by publisher.

Ferry and Brandon's Cost Planning of Buildings
Bioinformatics encompasses a broad and ever-changing range of activities involved with the management and analysis of
data from molecular biology experiments. Despite the diversity of activities and applications, the basic methodology and
core tools needed to tackle bioinformatics problems is common to many projects. This unique book provides an invaluable
introduction to three of the main tools used in the development of bioinformatics software - Perl, R and MySQL - and
explains how these can be used together to tackle the complex data-driven challenges that typify modern biology. These
industry standard open source tools form the core of many bioinformatics projects, both in academia and industry. The
methodologies introduced are platform independent, and all the examples that feature have been tested on Windows, Linux
and Mac OS. Building Bioinformatics Solutions is suitable for graduate students and researchers in the life sciences who
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wish to automate analyses or create their own databases and web-based tools. No prior knowledge of software
development is assumed. Having worked through the book, the reader should have the necessary core skills to develop
computational solutions for their specific research programmes. The book will also help the reader overcome the inertia
associated with penetrating this field, and provide them with the confidence and understanding required to go on to
develop more advanced bioinformatics skills.

Effective Web Presence Solutions for Small Businesses: Strategies for Successful
Implementation
This report contains 27 papers that serve as a testament to the state-of-the-art of civil engineering at the outset of the 21st
century, as well as to commemorate the ASCE's Sesquicentennial. Written by the leading practitioners, educators, and
researchers of civil engineering, each of these peer-reviewed papers explores a particular aspect of civil engineering
knowledge and practice. Each paper explores the development of a particular civil engineering specialty, including
milestones and future barriers, constraints, and opportunities. The papers celebrate the history, heritage, and
accomplishments of the profession in all facets of practice, including construction facilities, special structures, engineering
mechanics, surveying and mapping, irrigation and water quality, forensics, computing, materials, geotechnical engineering,
hydraulic engineering, and transportation engineering. While each paper is unique, collectively they provide a snapshot of
the profession while offering thoughtful predictions of likely developments in the years to come. Together the papers
illuminate the mounting complexity facing civil engineering stemming from rapid growth in scientific knowledge,
technological development, and human populations, especially in the last 50 years. An overarching theme is the need for
systems-level approaches and consideration from undergraduate education through advanced engineering materials,
processes, technologies, and design methods and tools. These papers speak to the need for civil engineers of all specialties
to recognize and embrace the growing interconnectedness of the global infrastructure, economy, society, and the need to
work for more sustainable, life-cycle-oriented solutions. While embracing the past and the present, the papers collected
here clearly have an eye on the future needs of ASCE and the civil engineering profession.

Development Challenges, South-South Solutions: November 2012 Issue
With the fast development of networking and software technologies, information processing infrastructure and applications
have been growing at an impressive rate in both size and complexity, to such a degree that the design and development of
high performance and scalable data processing systems and networks have become an ever-challenging issue. As a result,
the use of performance modeling and m- surementtechniquesas a critical step in designand developmenthas becomea cmon practice. Research and developmenton methodologyand tools of performance modeling and performance engineering
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have gained further importance in order to improve the performance and scalability of these systems. Since the seminal
work of A. K. Erlang almost a century ago on the mod- ing of telephone traf c, performance modeling and measurement
have grown into a discipline and have been evolving both in their methodologies and in the areas in which they are applied.
It is noteworthy that various mathematical techniques were brought into this eld, including in particular probability theory,
stochastic processes, statistics, complex analysis, stochastic calculus, stochastic comparison, optimization, control theory,
machine learning and information theory. The app- cation areas extended from telephone networks to Internet and Web
applications, from computer systems to computer software, from manufacturing systems to s- ply chain, from call centers
to workforce management.

Aircraft & Aerospace Asia-Pacific
Monitoring Manual for Grassland, Shrubland, and Savanna Ecosystems: Design,
supplementary methods and interpretation
Financial Services and General Government Appropriations for 2012
Architecture Solutions for E-Learning Systems
2014 International Conference on Information GIS and Resource Management
Since its inception in 1968, software engineering has undergone numerous changes. In the early years, software
development was organized using the waterfall model, where the focus of requirements engineering was on a frozen
requirements document, which formed the basis of the subsequent design and implementation process. Since then, a lot
has changed: software has to be developed faster, in larger and distributed teams, for pervasive as well as large-scale
applications, with more flexibility, and with ongoing maintenance and quick release cycles. What do these ongoing
developments and changes imply for the future of requirements engineering and software design? Now is the time to
rethink the role of requirements and design for software intensive systems in transportation, life sciences, banking, egovernment and other areas. Past assumptions need to be questioned, research and education need to be rethought. This
book is based on the Design Requirements Workshop, held June 3-6, 2007, in Cleveland, OH, USA, where leading
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researchers met to assess the current state of affairs and define new directions. The papers included were carefully
reviewed and selected to give an overview of the current state of the art as well as an outlook on probable future
challenges and priorities. After a general introduction to the workshop and the related NSF-funded project, the contributions
are organized in topical sections on fundamental concepts of design; evolution and the fluidity of design; quality and valuebased requirements; requirements intertwining; and adapting requirements practices in different domains.

Maine Future Forest Economy Project
Sustainable Commercial Interiors
The 2014 International Conference on Information GIS and Resource Management (ICGRM2014) was held in Guangzhou,
China, from January 3 to January 5, 2014. ICGRM2014 aims to bring researchers, engineers, and students to the areas of
GIS and Resource Management. ICGRM2014 features unique mixed topics of Computer Science, Earth Science, Surveying
and Mapping, and Resources and Environment Science in the context of building healthier ecology and environment. The
conference will provide a forum for sharing experiences and original research contributions on those topics. The
proceedings of ICGRM2014 tends to collect the up-to-date, comprehensive and worldwide state-of-art knowledge on GIS and
resource management. All of accepted papers were subjected to strict peer-reviewing by 2-4 expert referees. The papers
have been selected for this proceedings based on originality, significance, and clarity for the purpose of the conference. The
selected papers and additional late-breaking contributions to be presented will make an exciting technical program on
conference. The conference program is extremely rich, featuring high-impact presentation. We hope this conference will not
only provide the participants a broad overview of the latest research results on GIS and resource management, but also
provide the participants a significant platform to build academic connections. The Technical Program Committee worked
very hard to have all papers reviewed before the review deadline. The final technical program consists of 57 papers which
are divided into four sessions. The proceedings were published as a volume in by DEStech publishing Inc

Robotics Industry Directory
This report from the Committee of Public Accounts provides information on the time, cost and performance of the 20 largest
projects of the Ministry of Defence where the main investment decision (known as Main Gate) has been taken. This report
follows on from a two volume NAO report published in November 2006 (HCP 23-I/23-II, 06/07 - ISBNs 9780102943740;
9780102943733), into the major projects of the Ministry of Defence. Evidence was taken by the Committee based on the
NAO report, covering three main issues: the impact of the cost saving measures identified by the Departmental reviews in
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2005-06; the performance of individual projects; the Department's initiatives to improve acquisition performance. The
Department undertook a review of the 20 post-Main Gate projects, which reduced costs by £781 million. With £91 million a
HM Revenue & Customs rebate, and £242 million the result of better management of commercial and contractual
arrangements. But, £448 million of the costs were reclassified as expenditure in other procurement or support budgets or
towards corporate management. The re-allocations have, according to the Committee, achieved cost reductions for
individual projects, but do not represent a saving for the Department as a whole. Total forecast costs for the approved
projects amounts to £27 billion, some 11% over budget. Forecast in-service dates slipped 33 months in-year, and there is a
cumulative delay of 433 months for projects over their lives so far. The Department is now placing increased emphasis on
through life management of Defence projects, involving the life-cycle management of the projects, services and activities.

InfoWorld
Ministry of Defence
The multi-disciplinary perspective provided here offers a strategic view on built environment issues and improve
understanding of how built environment activities potentially induce global warming and climate change. It also highlights
solutions to these challenges. Solutions to Climate change Challenges in the Built Environment helps develop an
appreciation of the diverse themes of the climate change debate across the built environment continuum. A wide
perspective is provided through contributions from physical, environmental, social, economic and political scientists. This
strategic view on built environment issues will be useful to researchers as well as policy experts and construction
practitioners wanting a holistic view. This book clarifies complex issues around climate change and follows five main
themes: climate change experiences; urban landscape development; urban management issues; measurement of impact;
and the future. Chapters are written by eminent specialists from both academic and professional backgrounds. The main
context for chapters is the developed world but the discussion is widened to incorporate regional issues. The book will be
valuable to researchers and students in all the built environment disciplines, as well as to practitioners involved with the
design, construction and maintenance of buildings, and government organisations developing and implementing climate
change policy.

Cloud Native Transformation
SAP solutions provide a rich set of composable application modules, and configurable functional capabilities that are
expected from a comprehensive enterprise business application software suite. Enabling mobile access to SAP business
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functions and data for enterprise clients, employees, and business partners is a typical requirement for SAP projects. This
IBM® RedpaperTM publication describes the benefits of the IBM MobileFirstTM Platform Foundation security framework,
which is an essential building block of the IBM MobileFirst platform. This paper also discusses key capabilities in IBM
MobileFirst Platform to authenticate with SAP business systems from mobile applications. The scenarios in this paper
demonstrate these features: How to develop a custom login module with IBM MobileFirst to authenticate mobile user access
to an SAP enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. How to implement single sign-on (SSO) authentication in a mobile
application to access SAP business systems using a pre-built adapter for IBM Cast Iron included with IBM MobileFirst and the
ready-to-use adapter for SAP NetWeaver Gateway, also included with IBM MobileFirst. How to take advantage of the offline
capabilities included in IBM MobileFirst Platform Foundation V6.3 to store business data locally, act on this data, and
synchronize the data with the originating SAP ERP system. This paper is for mobile application developers and technical
consultants who design and build systems of engagement to interact with SAP solutions in the heterogeneous enterprise.

Sustainable Building 2000, 22-25 October 2000, Maastricht, The Netherlands
Sprint
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a unique five-day process--called the sprint--for solving tough problems
using design, prototyping, and testing ideas with customers.

Teaming for Efficiency: Commercial buildings : technologies, design, performance analysis,
and building industry trends
When school buildings are aging, a decision must be made as to whether to continue to maintain the existing building,
renovate building, or build new. Very seldom is extending the existing buildings life over building a new building. If
renovation costs exceed 50% of the cost of new construction, it is better to build instead of renovating. The taxpayers in
your community will have much to say on whether to renovate or build new. Much emphasis should be given to taxpayer
input before the school board makes a final decision. School administrators are responsible to the community for
maintaining school buildings and they owe an explanation to the community of what has been done to protect existing
school buildings. This book is developed to help aspiring teachers who want to become principals, business managers or
superintendents, that existing buildings need to be properly maintained and functional and can continue to serve the public
for many years to come.
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Modular System Design and Evaluation
The original, complete, user-friendly introduction to natural building, now fully revised and updated The popularity of
natural building has grown by leaps and bounds, spurred by a grassroots desire for housing that is healthy, affordable, and
environmentally responsible. While there are many books available on specific methods such as straw-bale construction,
cob, or timber framing, there are few resources which introduce the reader to the entire scope of this burgeoning field. Fully
revised and updated, The Art of Natural Building is the complete and user-friendly introduction to natural building for
everyone from the do-it-yourselfer to architects and designers. This collection of articles from over fifty leaders in the field
is now stunningly illustrated with over two-hundred full-color photographs of natural buildings from around the world. Learn
about: The case for building with natural materials, from the perspectives of sustainability, lifestyle, and health What you
need to know to plan and design your own beautiful and efficient natural home Explanations of thirty versatile materials
and techniques, with resources on where to go for further information on each How these techniques are being used to
address housing crises around the world. Clearly written, logically organized, and beautifully illustrated, The Art of Natural
Building is the encyclopedia of natural building. Joseph F. Kennedy is a designer, builder, writer, artist, educator, and cofounder of Builders Without Borders. Michael G. Smith is a respected workshop instructor, consultant, and co-author of the
best-selling book The Hand-Sculpted House . Catherine Wanek is a co-founder of Builders Without Borders and
author/photographer of The Hybrid House and The New Straw Bale Home .

Regional Industrial Buying Guide
Mastering Data Warehouse Aggregates
Local functional systems that create inefficient islands of information are being replaced by expensive enterprise-wide
applications that unify the functional areas; however, while we have not yet been able to completely and seamlessly
integrate across functions, we find that the new islands of information are no longer functional but political, cultural,
linguistic, and geographical. The global village is a reality and enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementations face new
issues and challenges. Enterprise Resource Planning for Global Economies: Managerial Issues and Challenges provides
authoritative research on the theoretical frameworks and pragmatic discussions on global implementations of information
systems, particularly ERP systems. This book offers professionals, managers, and researchers, who want to improve their
understanding of the issues and challenges that arise when information systems cross national boundaries, with an
authoritative, essential research resource.
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Geothermal Resources Council Bulletin
An overview of structures designed to be mobile, their uses, and the principles involved in their design including a
consideration of the wide range of applications in which they can be found.

Transportable Environments 3
Development Challenges, South-South Solutions is the monthly e-newsletter of the United Nations Office for South-South
Cooperation in UNDP (www.southerninnovator.org). It has been published every month since 2006. Its sister publication,
Southern Innovator magazine, has been published since 2011. ISSN 2227-3905 Stories by David South UN Office for SouthSouth Cooperation Contact the Office to receive a copy of the new global magazine Southern Innovator. Issues 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 are out now and are about innovators in mobile phones and information technology, youth and entrepreneurship,
agribusiness and food security, cities and urbanization and waste and recycling. Why not consider sponsoring or advertising
in an issue of Southern Innovator? Or work with us on an insert or supplement of interest to our readers? Follow
@SouthSouth1.

Extending SAP Solutions to the Mobile Enterprise with IBM MobileFirst Platform Foundation
This book is a point of departure for cities that would like to reap the many benefits of ecological and economic
sustainability. It provides an analytical and operational framework that offers strategic guidance to cities on sustainable and
integrated urban development.
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